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DARIAH CONSENT FORM WIZARD
• https://consent.dariah.eu/

• Why and how was it created?
• What GDPR requirements does it address?
• How it works?
• Is it updated?
Digital Humanities researchers often collect personal data for their research:

- they know they should obtain consent
- ...but they don’t know how to go about it (any templates for a consent form /privacy policy, please?)
- DARIAH ELDAH wanted to help
  - limited scenarios: processing research/conference/newsletter on the basis of consent.

- Funded by CLARIAH-AT, DARIAH-HR and DARIAH-EU in cooperation with SSHOC
- Created by two DH researchers, one ethnologist/archivist, one lawyer, one developer (4 different native languages in the team)

- Intention to create an open tool (open licenses)
CFW: GDPR AND ETHICS

• Principle of lawfulness, fairness and transparency (Art. 5(1)a of the GDPR)
  • lawfulness: consent (needs to be informed in order to be valid)
  • transparency —> right of information (Art. 12-14 GDPR)

• Many other requirements of the GDPR addressed ‘indirectly’ (the user is brought to think about purpose limitation, storage limitation, data transfers...)

• High ethical standard
  • CFW generates more than required by the GDPR for valid consent, it generated a full privacy policy (extended consent form)
• A ‘full option’ version of the ‘extended consent form’ was drafted by a trained lawyer with expertise in DH research

• By answering a questionnaire, the user (unknowingly):
  • fills in the blanks
  • chooses between various options
  • removes unnecessary passages (‘sculpts’ in the initial text)

• Output: a nice and shiny, GDPR-compliant, made-to-measure Consent Form (also in raw text)!
CFW: A LIVING TOOL

- CFW is an Open tool (text under CC BY, code under MIT licenses, accessible on Github), so everyone can make his or her own version
- 5 months of beta testing (April-September 2020)
- GDPR fundamentals are here to stay — not much need for updates...

- Important updates: new languages added (DE, IT, HR, ES)
  - high quality human translation
  - new languages coming soon (French, Hindi, Norwegian, Slovenian)
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